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OBJECTIVE

NGO- RUAS PROJECT

Sponsor a non-proﬁt organization, serving,
identifying, designing and delivering relevant
solutions to a problem presented by it.

The RUAS Project works to promove the
well-being and citizenship of the homeless
people. Since 2014, the NGO has been
sensitizing the city's residents and
neighborhoods to be responsible for the
inclusion of homeless people in their
surroundings

CENTRAL PROBLEM
How to achieve the ﬁnancial sustainability of the RUAS Project?
DELIVERING THE RESULT

THE DEVELOPMENT- 4 STAGES

1.

2.

Choosing the NGO and
ﬁrst contact with the RUAS ProjectUnderstanding customer demand

Understanding of the central
problem- Unlatching the operation
and the actual customer demand

3.

4.

Solution design - Ideation

Final result - articulating
the solution and delivering the
ﬁnal product to the customer

A newsletter
model for donors
and for those who
follows the project

A database
with recurrent
donors

CONNECTION
PURPOSE

The connection between students (potential change maker)
and NGOs that needs help to foster their activities
generates a purposeful job.

Purpose is a fuel that causes
a real impact on students' lives
and NGOs activities.

NETWORK

New Student
Mindset
IMPACT

The impact network developed
promotes connections
which exponentially boost
a purposeful impact.

The positive impact on students' trajectory
modifies their mindset from passive
receivers to active change makers.

A welcome
e-mail
for new donors

An event model
for fundraising
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Memorabilia
10 peças laranjas
10 peças amarelas
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componentes

40 conectores
2 suporteswith
paraaparede
Memorabilia was developed
single question in
cordas para
mind: How we could apply our skills in order to enhance
prender as peças
10x 8cm;
6cm; experience in Brazillian schools?
the10x
learning
10x 4cm;
10x
2cm By dreaming together. And so Memorabilia
Our
answer:
is a combined effort in order to turn an educationoriented initiative into a startup of social impact.
To see how Memorabilia works, watch to our video at:
bit.ly/MEMORABILIA
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Learn by Doing
+ Active Learning
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Our goal
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Making the education of tomorrow today
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